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A study of the cold plasma cylindrical waves that may propagate in a specifi c t yp e of 
two-dimensional magnetic fi eld is initiated in this paper. The plasma is assumed to be of 
uniform density and collisionless, and a "spoke-wheel" mag netic field is considered whi ch 
is both an isotropic and inhomogeneous (varying as t he inverse radiu s), as defined in the text. 
P erturbation series solu t ions are obtained for t he first Fourier component of the electric 
fi eld for the four extreme cases; la rge and small mag netic fi eld ; la rge a nd small plasma 
densit ics. 

1. Introduction 

Interest in the analysis of w:we propagaLion through magneto-active plasmas has, in the 
recent past, received renewed s timulation due to the emergence or the problem of communica
tion "black out" to or from r eentry vehicles . 

With regard to this problem, in the present paper, we shall initiate a s tudy of the cylJlldrical 
cold plasma [Allis, 1959; Auer e t al., 1958; Mason and Gold, 1962; Gold, ]963] waves that may 
propagate in a specific type of two-dimen sional inhomogeneous magnetic field. The plasma 
is assumed to be of uniform den sity, and collisions are neglected. A so-called "spoke-wheel" 
magn etic field is considered which consis ts of two orthogonal (1', 0) components. The circular 

o component 2 is the field generated by a sLraigh t wire, while the remaining; component may 
m ay be approximated by the field generated at the end of a flattened solenoid of infinite radius. 

A A 

Both the r and () field s decay as the inverse radius. The problems we shall investigate 
pertain to a specific (i. e., only l' dependent, for the first Fourier component) class of waves 
which are sus tained in a plasma that is situated in the region of two-dimen sional symmetry of 
these field s. The related field lin es are depicted in figure 1 (constant z) . 

The 1'- 1 dependence of the B e field generated by a straight wire is classical. T he similar 
dependence of the Br field follows from simple geometrical consideration. If there are N Br 
l ines issuing from the source of radius 1'0, so that the B field there is aN/27f'1'0 (where a is a 
constant), then at the radius 1', the value of the field is aN/27f1', since the same number of lines 
cross all circles. 

- - j- -t--t-7tE--+-+--+--- Br 

FIGURE 1. Spoke-wheel magnetic field. 

1 Assistant Professor of Ph ySics, New York University, University IIeights, New York, N.Y. 
2 'rhe roof notation denotes a unit vector . 
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a Similar studies of guided cylindrical waves in a cold plasma may be found in th e litera ture 
[Astrom , 1950 ; Buchsbaum et aI. , 1960] . However , for the most part, the steady B field in 
these investigations is in the z-direction and is, of course, constan t in space. The striking 
dissimilarity between such a B , field and the B T • e fields herein stated is that in the fo rmer case 
the compon en ts of the rela ted electric fields ar e decoupled, while in the latter case, even for 
cons tan t-in-space B T • e fields, the E T• 8, z fields are severely coupled . A class of r-dependen t 
solu tions is examined for the magnetic fi eld (B T, O,O). In this case, the E , field is completely 
decoupled from Ee. z and is non trivial only if the signal frequency is equal to the plasma fre
quency. The (O,B e,O) problem is no t of curren t in terest al though i t is amenable to a similar 
analysis. 

In this introductory discourse, we shall genera te perturbation series for the electric fields. 
T he two physical variables at our di sposal are the plasma density and the steady magnetic 
field intensity. Of the four extremes th a t are naturally suggested, only the one of large plasma 
density prohibits per turba tion analysis, sin ce in that case the zero-order solution (infini te 
plasma density) yields zero electric field . In the remaining cases, quadratures are ob tained 
for the firs t-order terms in the pert urba tion parameter . 

2. Analysis 

2.1. Equations 

The defmin g characteristic of a cold pl asma is that t hc constitu tive p ar t icles suffer no 
spread in velocity space, viz, the distribution function 1m is a delta function 8( [; - 1;0)' We 
shall consid er also a two-componcnt plasma whose ion mass far exceeds the electron mass so 
t hat in any subsequent perturb ation from equilibr ium, only the electronic mo tion con tributes 
to the curren t J. The related wave equation for the electric field E (:v1KS uni ts) is, 

where w is the mode frequency, Wo is the plasma frequency, and c is the speed of lig ht . 
Let us consider t he operator A in more de tail. Two cases follow : 

where we have set 
1 

Pr= K / 
T 

1 
pe= T.T =0. 

.n ... er 

(1) 

If Q is the magentic Larmor frequency [eB/m], and b is a unit Yectol' BIB , then K is the magr l1 t ic 
wave number , defin ed through 

In simil ar manner, t here follows for Ae 

AeJ=lr ~ 
-pe 

° 
1 

° 
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Fo r t he inverses we obtain 

A;,J: 
0 0 

1 Pr 

lo 
l + p; l + p; , 

-pr 1 
l + p; l + p; 

, r1 ~Pl 0 -POl l +p~ 

A, ~l 0 1 

o J pe 
0 I ~P~ l +p~ 

Returnin g to the general analys is, we may wri te (1) in component form. Th e (J depend
ence of Lhe solu tion is absorbed into the circular harmonic form, 

'" E = ::6 E' (1') e±iIO. 
1= 0 

For case 1 (p = l IK r1' ), (l) appears as 

[( 2 wg ) 0 0 (1 0 ) ] E wgp E 2( 'l ) 0 (E r ) w - --0 +e- - - - 1' f O--- , f -e ±~ - - = 0 
1 + p- 01' l' 01' 1 +r z 01' T ' 

[ Fe2 
0 wg e2 0 ( 0)] _ wgp - -., +w-- l + ,+- ~ l' ~ E Z+ l + ., Eo= O, 

T" 1T l' ul' u l' p-

where E r.e has been written for E;.o. The equations constituting case 2 (p =. I /KoT) are similar 
in form but will not b e considered in detail at the present time. 

2.2. Solution 

In this analysis, we will restrict our considerations to the l= O mode. In this case, the 
Er field is completely decoupled from E e, z and is nontrivial only for w= "-'0' The remaining 
two equations for E o, z appear as: 

where we have set 

The L operators are 

so that 

[1+ ~2 L](x)] Ee=a2 Cry2) (Ee+~ Ez) 

[ 1 +? Lo(x)] E z=(i C ry2) ( Ez-~ Ee) 

2 
o WOo K I k k w a-=-, y= I'=p- . X = 01" "0=-' 

w2 "e 

where J" and Y" are nth order B essel functions of the first and second kinds, respectively . 
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We will now consider four classes of perturbation solutions. The parameter of smallness 
for the four cases is defined in the following table: 

(a) K 
Large B o field (ko> > K ) Y= ko X=EX: 

(b) 
K 

Y= ko X= ~ -lX: Small B o field (ko< < K ) 

(c) O/= f: Rare plasma (wo< < w) 

(d) a - 2= f: Dense plasma (wo> > w). 

Case a, large Bo field. In all of the following cases, the fields are expanded in powers of E: 

'" 
E=~ E(n) ~n. 

n=O 

In addition, all functions of E in the set (2) are expanded about ~ = D . For the case under 
consideration, there r esults (y = ex), 

The recursive) 'equations for [E?) ; EJn) ] are obtained by equating the coefficients of equal 
powers of~ . The first two of these equations appear as (assuming that a is of order one) 

These two equations determine the solution to D(e), which, in turn, appears as 

(3a, b) 

(4a, b) 

The zeroth order solutions are the free space solutions, or, more accurately, the infinite 
magnetic field solutions. The simulation of the free space case is due to the rigid ordering 
of the particles by the B field , so that it becomes impossible for the electric fields to do work on 
them. For E (O), we find , 

E iO)=AJo(x) + BYo(x) ==jo } 

mOl = CJl (x) + DYJ (x) == j l 

where we r ecall x= kor, and I n and Y n are Bessel functions. 

(5) 

The next order terms are composed of two parts : a p articular in tegral and a complem en
tary function. The complementary functions for (4a) through (4b) are all the same as the so
lution to the zeroth order (3). A particular solution of (4b ) is obtained by setting 

E (l) _I:' J. 
z - lO z 0-

There results the following first-order equation for0 ; : 

1:''' +1:'' .!i [1 ( ·2)]= - a 2jJx 10 z lD Zd n XJo . , 
x Jo 
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where a prime denotes a derivative with respect to x. Multiplying through by exp ~n (xj~)]= 
xj~ gives 

d (12' ·2) 2 2 · . (i d ( .) 2 
dx (ozXJo = - a X .70.71= -2 dx X.71 , (6) 

the last equality following if the constants of jo are set equal to those of jl since (d/dx) (xjl) =xjo. 
In tegrating (6) twice gives the desired r esult in quadrature form : 

In a similar manner, we obtain for go (where E~) = gujl) , 

To order f the fields now appear as : 

E ,=EiO) (1+ f0 ,), 

Eo= EJO)+ fEJO)go 

(7a) 

(7b) 

with the zero order solutions given by (5) and the functions 0 (x) given by (7) . It should be 
noted firs t that the solutions to the :first-order homogeneous equations have been absorbed in the 
uni ty factor, and second that the constants of E ,<O) are not t he same as those of E~) ; 

however, A = C, B = D for the O(f) solu tions. Reference to (5) indicates that four arbitrary 
constants remain, two residing in E , and two in Eo. 

Case b, small B o fi eld. This case is characterized by setting 

leo f(= f. 

Equations (2) then appear as 

(x2+ LJ)Eo= x2a2 [1 + (!2/X2) ] ( Eo+~ E) 

(x2+ Lo)E z= x2a2 [1 + (~ 2/X2)] (E,-~ E o) 

Expansion of the relevant functions about f = 0 and ordering, r esults in a sequence of coupled 
equations for the field components ECn) . The flrst two equations appear as [for a = O(l )] 

The solutions to the zeroth order equations are given by 

where 

The next order solutions are obtained in a manner exactly the same as for case a; viz, we set 

E (! ) - J· 12 . EI (1) - .7. 12 
z - 0 (0" 0 - 1 l0 o. 

There results: 
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using the identity (d/dx)[jo(a'x) ]=-a'j\(a'x) and requiring that A =C, B = D. To within the 
stated order , the solution now fLppears as 

Case c, rare plasma. Here, we set 

In expanded form, (2) now appear as 

(x2+ Ll) "6 E~n)E"= E C~X;2) (2: E~n) E"+y-l 2: EJn) E"), 

(x2+ L ) "" E (n)E" = E ( y2X2 ) ("" E (n) ("_ y-l "" E(n)E") o ~ z 1 + y2 L..J Z ~ 6 • 

For this case, i t is particularly simple to write the general nth order recursive equations for E, 
which appear as [provided K jko= O(l )]: 

(x2 + L )E("+l) = ( y2X2 ) (E (n)_y-lE(n») 
o Z 1 + y2 Z 0 • 

In exactly the same m anner as with the previous two cases, we obtain for E, to OCE) 

E =E(O)+ EE(O)f:} z z z lOz 

where 
E~O) =.il (X) ; E;O)=.io(x), 

and the first-order contributions are the quadratures, 

0- ( x ~ ( t X2Z3.j~(Z) [1-~J l 
z- Jxo t.i5(t) Jto 1+ X2z2 Xzjo(z) G z, 

where we have set X = Kjko. 

Case d, dense plasma. This final CfLse is characterized by the statment 

It is easily seen that this equality renders the perturbation series 

degenerate if A is of order one, inasmuch as the starting term vanishes, generating, in turn, a 
null series. T he physical significance is, of course, that electromagnetic waves cannot pass 
through an infinitely dense plasma (E= O). 
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3. Conclusions 

vVc have prese nted a n in troductory discuss ion on the class of electromag netic waves 
,,"hi ch will pass through a specific type of cylindrical magnetic field embedded in a cold collision
less plasma of uniform density" Th e m agnetic field is both a nisotropic a nd inhomogeneous 
(vary ing as th e inverse rad ius) " The spoke-wheel magnetic field is defined in the text. 

Th e most s ignificant aspect of the analysis is the presen tat ion of a formalism (i"e., well
known Fourier expansion in the 0 variation together with subsequent perturbation expansion 
of the Fourier components) that permits the analytic invest igation of th ese propagat ing fi eld s. 
Four distinct cases wer e exam ined for the lowest order Fourier components in t he four extremes: 
large and smallillagnetic field; large and small plasma densit ies . These in turn were examin ed 
to terms of first order in the parameter 0(' smallness. Th e resul ts are give n in quach'}Lt ure 
rorm. Well-known facts , such as infinite magnetic field being equivalent to vanis hin g plasma 
density , are recaptured in the lowest order express ions. The a nalys is difl"ers frOIl( previous 
similar st udies of guided electromagnetic waves through cylindrical phLsmas with emb edded 
Bz fields inso far as the elec tri c field co m ponen ts in t he presen t work are severely coupled whilc 
in the Bz case th ey are nol. 

I t remains to fi t t hese solulions to spec ifi c geome tries. The most phys ically r elevant of 
th ese is the d ass of annular geo metries with t he steady Bo fi eld zcro in t he region abou t the 
origin , an d of spoke-wh eel type exte rior to this circul ar region. The phLSm}L dens ity is eit her 
zero or nonzr l"O (finit r) in the vnrious ILnnuitLr region s. 

The author ,,"ishes lo express his dre p apprec iation to Bel'lMrd Wi eder ror his invalu H,b[e 
assis tan ce r end ered in th e prepamtion or t his paper. 

Mu ch of the ineluded a nalys is was completed uncleI' ('on trac t AF - 04 (695 ) 169 for Aerospace 
Corporation during t he a u thor 's s t ny there in t he sunlnH' r of 1962" 
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